
Saturn Retrograde 2024

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at the start of the

retrograde:
Major aspects are 16 degrees 25 minutes -

22 degrees 26 minutes of:

Conjunction: Pisces (super strong impact,

restrictive energy around the conjunction that

needs to be managed)

Sextile: Taurus & Capricorn (beneficial

aspect, can be helpful if you put in effort

with whatever is being sextiled)

Square: Gemini & Sagittarius (challenging

aspect, something needs to be worked on or

an important lesson with whatever is being

squared)

Trine: Cancer & Scorpio (beneficial aspect,

feeling stable and secure with whatever is

being trined)

Opposition: Virgo (challenging aspect, may

feel have out of control challenges with

whatever it being aspected)

TURN RETROGRADE:

JUNE 29 2024 (3:06PM ET/12:06PM PT) AT 19 DEGREES 26 MINUTES

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at the end of the

retrograde:

Major aspects are 16 degrees 25

minutes - 22 degrees 26 minutes of:

Conjunction: Pisces (amplifying)

Sextile: Taurus & Capricorn

(beneficial)

Square: Gemini & Sagittarius

(challenging)

Trine: Cancer & Scorpio (beneficial)

Opposition: Virgo (challenging)

TURN DIRECT:

NOVEMBER 15 2024 (9:21AM ET/6:21AM PT) AT 12 DEGREES 42 MINUTES

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

Which natal house(s) does Saturn retrograde occur in for you? What does this house rule?

How could there be more restrictions than usual, and with what? What could be limited, and

you have to work through that? What lessons might pop up? How can you use clear karma or

past baggage with whatever the house(s) rules? Potential impact & plan to manage:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

SATURN RETROGRADE ASPECTS

CONJUNCTIONS:

Note the major aspects Saturn makes to your natal planets while retrograde, when they will impact you, their

potential impact, and how you can deal with them:

SEXTILES & TRINES:

SQUARES & OPPOSITIONS:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

SATURN RETROGRADE SQUARE JUPITER: AUGUST 19 2024 @ 17 DEGREES

balance discipline with expansion

merge optimism with realism

be responsible with opportunities

work through past issues with any

of this

Saturn only makes one aspect while

retrograde, and that’s a square to

Jupiter in Gemini. With Jupiter ruling

expansion and Saturn ruling restriction,

this can bring difficulties with balancing

the two, yet it’s more important to do

so. 

Need to:

You can feel it most challenging if you

have any planets or bodies at 14-20

degrees of Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius,

or Pisces. Whatever the planet or body

rules, focus on opening up more and

working through an old issue.

What do you need to work on, and how can you accomplish this:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

PISCES LUNAR ECLIPSE

SEPTEMBER 17TH 2024 (10:35PM ET/7:35PM PT)

25 DEGREES 41 MINUTES PISCES

Not conjunct Saturn, but still

makes it even more important to

work through issues, baggage, and

karma. This eclipse can at least

trigger subconscious movement,

and so focus on what you can work

through that requires you to dig

especially deep.

Major aspects are 20 degrees 41

minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes

of:

Pisces - conjunction

Taurus, Capricorn - sextile

Gemini, Sagittarius - square

Cancer, Scorpio - trine

Virgo - opposition

What subconscious issues, past baggage, and karma do you need to
work on with this eclipse, and how:



Saturn Retrograde 2024

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT TO YOUR RISING SIGN AND/OR SUN SIGN & ANY EXTRA NOTES:
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